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B B C Northern Ireland Schools

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two PotatoAge 5 - 7

Spring 2005 Teacher's Notes

Key Stage 1

RADIO

ONE  POTATO, TWO POTATO
Summer  2005

The series provides a training ground for the development of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils.  
Using a mixture of story, song, rhyme, discussion, poetry and music, all locally based, the 
programmes are designed to encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate the 
imagination of young children and to extend their awareness of their own environment and 
heritage.

The topics this term are all linked to the theme OURSELVES and include the senses, shyness, 
music, bravery, bullying and attitude to disability.

      
Programmes   Tuesdays 1105-1120

1. The Five Senses  19 April
2. Spare my Blushes  26 April
3. The Boy with no Music   3 May
4. Being Brave                          10 May
5. Sticks and Stones                 17 May
6. Hands Up for Andie           24 May

Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and 
Science at Key Stage 1.

The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  These will 
include cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and health education.

Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause button 
sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  Many 
of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.

After the Broadcast

Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up 
activities are given in the Teacher�s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teachers might like 
to consider some or all of the following aspects after the programme.
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• Discussion and/or recall of broadcast
• Re-tell the story
• Art or craft work
• Topic or project work
• Singing songs/repeating rhymes
• Number work
• Drama/acting the story/role play
• Written work

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always be 
welcomed and acknowledged.

Teacher�s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in the 
classroom.

To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or 
suggestions to:-

The Producer
One Potato, Two Potato
BBC Broadcasting House
Belfast
BT2 8HQ

  
     Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk
   
     Or send a note using our feedback form     

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcast Council for Northern 
Ireland.

One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005
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Programme 1

19 April   The Five Senses         By Janice Johnston

The theme this term is �ourselves� and the Þ rst programme looks at our Þ ve senses.

Poem:   That�s what I Like

    Giant slides and swings
    Kites on long strings
    Smiles Grandma brings
    That�s what I like to see.

    Loud music and bells
    Giggles and yells
    Stories mum tells
    That�s what I like to hear.

    Sweeties to munch
    Carrots that crunch
    Ice cream for lunch
    That�s what I like to taste.

    Freshly baked bread
    Shampoo on my head
    Clean sheets on my bed
    That�s what I like to smell.

    Silky smooth ribbons
    Soft purring kittens
    Warm woollen mittens
    That�s what I like to touch.

       By Janice Johnston

Story

About a puppy who gets lost � and has to use all its Þ ve senses to Þ nd its way home again.

After the programme

words for discussion:-  senses; Scamp had �tufts� of white hair over his eyes; �crinkly� leaves; to 
�zigzag� round trees; the sun �slipped over the horizon�; the river bank.

The programme will suggest numerous ideas for follow-up work on our senses � here are a few.
- Link particular parts of the body to our senses e.g. nose � smell, ears � hear etc.
- List the Þ ve senses on a sheet of paper � or on the board, as a whole class activity. For each 

sense, choose something which you like/dislike e.g. Michael hates tomatoes, Libby loves 
them (taste).  Ask each child to choose what they like and dislike to hear, see, taste, touch, 

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005
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smell.  List and compare some of them.
- Scamp discovered he was nearly home because he could hear a train clackety clacking over 

the tracks.  Is there any particular sound the children always hear near their home, or the 
school?

Seeing

- Kim�s Game: Provide a selection of objects on a tray for the children to memorise.  Remove 
tray and ask them to write down as many as they can remember OR take an object away 
and see if they can spot which one has been removed.  The game can be played orally by 
younger children.

- Blindfold games to show how we rely on sight (and how blind people depend on their 
other senses): use a blindfold and Þ nd the way around (with a friend to watch for hazards): 
blindfold and guess who people are by touch: play blindman�s buff

Hearing

- Let the class write down everything they can hear during a given period. What message 
do some of the sounds convey?  (e.g. cutting grass, milkman arriving, school bell, laughter, 
footsteps).

- Go �on a listening walk� round the school.  Make a list of noises and try to identify what is 
making them � people or machines?

Smell

- Provide a variety of items for children to identify while blindfolded (e.g. pencil, leather, 
talcum powder, fruit, chocolate, rubber etc.)

- Impregnate some tissues or cotton wool with a selection of liquids to be identiÞ ed (orange 
juice, lemon juice, vanilla, peppermint essence, vinegar, perfume, etc.)

- Ask the children to �collect� a list of smells for homework (smells noticed while walking 
home, in school, at home etc.)

- Discuss the link between smell and taste (e.g. taste �disappears� when you have a cold).  
Foods which smell pleasant usually taste good.

- Discuss smells that �stick� (e.g. orange on your hands after peeling, plasticine, perfume).

- Discuss smells which are particular to one environment (e.g. hospitals, schools, swimming 
pools).

Taste

- Show the class a range of food � either pictures, or a bag of groceries.  Ask them who likes 
which and why.  Can they describe how the food tastes?  Encourage the use of words like 
bitter, sour, sweet.  Don�t forget textures �crunchy, slippery, creamy etc.

- Provide samples of food which look the same to demonstrate how taste helps us to 
distinguish between them, e.g. ß our, bicarbonate of soda, salt, icing sugar, powered instant

OnePotato, TwoPotatoThe Five Senses
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 pudding mix.
- Make graphs of the class�s favourite foods.

Touching

- Hide objects in a feely bag � can the class identify the objects inside by touch? (encourage 
descriptive words � smooth, rough, hard, cold, soft, pointed etc.)

   
- Make feely pictures of animals, using appropriate materials � sandpaper, 

feathers, fur, wool etc.

- Discuss what some textures make you feel like (i.e. fur � warm and cosy,
feathers � tickly and funny, etc.)

- Blindfold small groups of children and let them place an article of clothing (or 
a pair of shoes) in a box and try to identify their own by touch.

- One child chooses a position (e.g. standing on one leg, arms crossed, etc.) and 
his blindfolded partner tries to �feel� his position and copy it.  Remove the blindfold and let 
him see if he is right.

Story Comprehension

• What did Scamp like doing when he was walking in the woods with Jennifer?  (exploring)
• How did he get lost?  (he pretended not to hear her calling and hid under a bush)
• What was the small brown animal with long ears and a ß uffy white tail that Scamp 

chased?  (a rabbit)
• How did the rabbit get away?  (it ran down its hole)
• What did Scamp think the hole smelled of?  (a really strong rabbity smell, and earth) 
• What animal chased Scamp?  (a big black dog)
• How did Scamp get away?  (he led the dog to a place where there was a horrible smell)
• What was the smell?  (�stuff� being sprayed on the Þ eld from a white tractor pulling a red tanker)
• How did Scamp realise he might be near home?  (he heard a train)
• What other clues did he have, in the dark? (he felt a smooth path, and then a stony one, and 

then the pavement.  He smelt the chip shop)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Carrying out and Making Pupils should be given opportunities to: make observations 
using their senses (e.g. describe objects in a �feely box�) and 
noting similarities and differences; record observations in a 
simple form.

Living Things   Pupils should be given opportunities to:
Þ nd out about themselves and some animals including how 
they grow, feed, move and use their senses.

OnePotato, TwoPotatoThe Five Senses
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Sound Pupils should be given opportunities to: listen to and identify 
sources of sounds in their immediate environment.

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should be given opportunities to: express thoughts, 
feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences, 
literature, media and curricular topics or activities e.g. respond 
to an educational broadcast. 

Writing Pupils should have opportunities to: write in a variety of forms, 
including stories, descriptions of people or places, simple 
records of observation, lists.

Maths

Handling Data   Pupils should have opportunities to: sort 
everyday objects and talk about the reasons for sorting; collect 
data and record it, using real objects or drawings, and talk about 

the outcome.

Cross-Curricular Links

          
  

OnePotato, TwoPotatoThe Five Senses

PPROGRAMME 1

ENGLISH
words to describe sounds
words to describe taste
discussion
comprehension

ART
colour mixing
making a 'feely' collage
textures
fod collage

PE
games using a
blindfold

SCIENCE
the senses
vibrations
identifying objects by sound
working with microscopes
magnifying glasses
animals sense of smell
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Programme 2

26 April  Spare My Blushes       By Ann Burnett

A programme about feeling shy, and the embarrassing moments children might Þ nd 
themselves in � and what they can do about it.

Poems
    Mrs McFlighty

    A teacher called Mrs McFlighty
    Came to school feeling not quite all right-y,
    She stood up to teach
    But gave quite a screech
    When she found she was wearing her nightie.

        By Ann Burnett
    Shy

    Go away!
    I�m not coming out
    To say
    Hello to Mrs Whatsit.
    I�d rather die,
    I�m feeling shy.

    Leave me be!
    I�m quite happy just
    With me
    For company.
    I don�t want to play,
    Not today.

    I�ll hide,
    I�ll stay
    Inside
    And read my book.
    Don�t ask why,
    I like being shy.

      By Ann Burnett

    Hugger Mugger

    I�d sooner be
    Jumped and thumped and dumped,

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005
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    I�d sooner be
    Shugged and mugged�than hugged�

    And clobbered with a slobbering
    Kiss by Auntie Jean:

    You know what I mean:

    Whenever she comes to stay,
    You know you�re bound
    To get one,
      A quick
      Short
      Peck
      Would
      Be
      OK
      But this is a
            Whacking great
             Smacking great
             Wet one!

         By Kit Wright

Story

Once there was a wee mouse who had nobody to play with.  He was quite happy for a while because he 
didn�t mind being on his own and playing by himself but then he began to think, �Wouldn�t it be nice if I 
had a friend.  Then we could play hide and seek and tig and football.�  Because of course he couldn�t play 
those games on his own.  But there was one problem.  Wee Mouse was very, very shy. He was so shy he 
hid in the corn every time he heard somebody come by and nobody ever saw him or knew he was there.

Shyness

Some children are naturally shy.  Others can usually be non-shy, but certain situations cause 
them to be shy.  It is usually particularly noticeable at 3 � 4 years and again at puberty � times 
when there is an increasing demand for a child to socialise.  If there is a particular shy and quiet 
child in your class, try to create situations where their self esteem can be increased.  Never label 
a child shy.  Don�t compare their social interaction with anyone else�s.  Focus on the positive 
and praise any social behaviour.  In extreme cases, involve the parents in practising social 
strategies, such as conversation openers.  Never put pressure on a quiet child � allow them to 
warm up in their own time.  Try to Þ nd a balance between not pushing the child into feeling 
uncomfortable but supporting them to feel more conÞ dent.

After the programme

words for discussion:- to feel embarrassed; to feel shy; the duck was hiding in �the reeds�; the 
deer �didn�t want to butt in�.

- Ask the children to talk about times they may have felt �embarrassed� (a safer 

OnePotato, TwoPotatoSpareMyBlushes
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topic than �feeling shy�).
- Are there situations when they always feel embarrassed/shy?  (maybe when 

visitors they don�t know call?  When someone �important� talks to them?  They can�t do 
something and feel a failure?  Have to speak in class?).

- Wee Mouse, in the story had no one to play with, and he felt shy, so he �gave
himself a wee talking to�.  Read his conversation with himself again, and talk about it.

�Now Wee Mouse.  You want to have someone to play with.�
�Yes.�
�You�ll have to ask them to play with you then.�
�Oh.�
�You�ll have to be brave about it and not be shy.�
�Oh.�
�If you don�t , you�ll have nobody to play with and you�ll have to play all by yourself and you won�t 
be able to play hide and seek and tig and football.� 

Story Comprehension

• Why hadn�t Wee Mouse anyone to play with?  (he was shy and hid in the corn so no-
one knew he was there)

• Which creature hid in its shell?  (a snail)
• Who rolled itself into a prickly ball?  (the hedge hog)
• Who hid in the reeds?   (the duck)
• Who was big and stripy? (badger)
• What characteristic did all the creatures have?  (they were all shy)
• Which animal had long legs and a furry coat and a white tail?  (a young deer)
• What did all the animals play all day?  (hide and seek and tig and football)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to, tell and retell 
stories, based on personal experiences, imagination, pictures 
and literature; develop the ability to: express
thoughts and feelings; present ideas and 
information; take turns at talking and listening.  

Reading Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and understand a 
range of texts which are read aloud, including those presented 
on tape or radio.

Writing    Pupils should have opportunities to: 
write for a variety of purposes, including: their own 
amusement and enjoyment and to express their thoughts, 
feelings and imaginings.
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Cross-Curricular Links

OnePotato, TwoPotatoSpareMyBlushes

PPROGRAMME 2

ENGLISH
discussion
comprehension

PSHE
feelings
self esteem
coping strategies
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Programme 3

3 May   The Boy With No Music      by Kate Murphy

This week�s musical One Potato, Two Potato is all about making music with our bodies � clapping, 
stamping, tapping, swaying � anything which makes a rhythm.  Anyone can make music!

Story

Long ago, before television and electricity had been invented, people used to gather in each others� houses to 
talk and entertain themselves by telling stories, singing and playing music.  Bobby McManus was seven 
years old, and he loved going to the houses and listening to the stories that were told by the old men and 
women�.

Song

   

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005
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verse 2                  When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to clap my hands, deedle-dee-dee-dee 
When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to clap my hands, deedle-dee-dee-dee

       Yes, I�ve got to tap the beat with my Þ ngers and my feet 
       To the rhythm and the melody.

When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to clap my hands, deedle-dee-dee-dee

    verse 3     When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to tap my feet, deedle-dee-dee-dee
When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to tap my feet, deedle-dee-dee-dee

       Yes, I�ve got to tap the beat with my Þ ngers and my feet,
      To the rhythm and the melody.
            When I hear music play I feel I�ve got to tap my feet, deedle-dee-dee-dee 

Musical Activities  develop important skills � the ability to discriminate between a range of 
sounds, to remember, to concentrate and to co-operate with others, in addition to learning musical 
concepts.  Research indicates that a young child�s ability to keep a steady beat is a good indication 
of future academic ability.

After the programme

words for discussion:- the beat (as in rhythm); a slow air � a lament; an instrument (musical); a 
musician; Flamenco; percussion.

- Play a range of clapping games, marching and action songs which the children may already 
know e.g. Pat-a-cake, Ring-a-ring-a rosies, skipping.

- Most children, given a lead, should be able to �beat in time� to a favourite song.  This can 
lead to appreciating more complicated rhythm patterns.  Take a simple rhythm and clap 
it until the children can echo it conÞ dently.  Beat out the rhythm on different parts of the 
body e.g. tap your knees, nod your head, wriggle your nose, stamp your feet � all carried 
out quietly and as rhythmically as possible.

- Once the children feel secure with echoing simple rhythms, they will be in a better position 
to master a variety of percussion instruments.  In a musically alert class it may eventually 
be possible to divide the class into groups to beat out their own different rhythms 
simultaneously.

Words rhythms   Clap the children�s own names

    (. = clap)

   .            . .           . . .
       John                                  Mary                                 Anthony

 
Clap some place names

TheBoyWith NoMusic One Potato, TwoPotato
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.  .    . .
Armagh       Belfast

   ...        . . . .    . .     .  .   .
      Aghalee            Ballinderry          Ardglass           Strangford Lough

a) Say the words and clap the rhythm several times.

b) Whisper the words and clap the rhythm several times.

c) Think the words and clap the rhythm several times.

- When children are made aware of the rhythmic patterns in both music and 
words they might eventually be conÞ dent enough to try to compose a tune to accompany 
their own songs or poems.

- Beating Time � choose a music tape or CD with a strong beat.  Encourage the 
children to: 

• Clap the beat (quietly).
• Pat the beat on their knees using both hands.
• Pat the beat using alternative hands.
• Stamp the beat using alternate feet.
• Walk or march to the beat while standing on the spot.
• Walk or march to the beat in a forward, backwards or sideways direction.

- Display a nursery rhyme on a board or large sheet of paper. Read it aloud and clap your 
hands to the rhythm.  Encourage the class to do the same.  Can you think of a different 
rhythm to the words?  Clap, stamp, nod, sway to the rhythm.

e.g.   Hickory, Dickory, Dock
      (clap       clap     clap)
    

   The   mouse   ran   up    the    clock
         (clap clap     clap  clap clap   clap)
         

    The   clock   struck one
         (clap clap)  (clap clap)
         
          The    mouse  ran    down
        (clap   clap)  (clap   clap)
   
          Hickory, Dickory, Dock
            (clap       clap     clap)

or

 Hickory,             Dickory,              Dock
     (clap-clap-clap   clap-clap-clap   clap   clap-clap)

TheBoyWith NoMusic One Potato, TwoPotato
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      The    mouse       ran  up                   the  clock
    (clap-clap-clap    clap-clap-clap       clap-clap clap-clap)

      The clock      struck  one
     (clap-clap      clap-clap)

      The mouse            ran down
     (clap-clap-clap     clap clap   clap clap)

       Hickory               Dickory               Dock
     (clap-clap-clap    clap-calp-calp    clap  clap clap)

- In PE hop, skip and jump in rhythm to a variety of stimuli e.g. as you clap at 
varying speeds; to music; to a drum beat; to a poem or song; to a skipping rhyme.

- Learn Bobby McManus�s song and do the actions.  Make up some new verses.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music

Composing Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and investigate 
ways of making sounds; develop memory skills and musical 
spontaneity; select sounds in response to a stimulus.

Performing Pupils should have opportunities to: develop an awareness of 
pulse and rhythm when singing and playing instruments.

Listening and Responding Pupils should have opportunities to: respond to rhymes and 
songs by using appropriate actions, movements or gestures; 
develop an awareness of pulse.

English

Talking and Listening  Pupils should be given opportunities to: 
explore stories, poems and songs,  recreating parts of them in 
art, drama and other expressive activities.

Reading Pupils should develop the ability to talk with the teacher 
about the ways in which language is written down, identifying 
phrases, words, patterns of letters and other features of written 
language.

TheBoyWith NoMusic One Potato, TwoPotato
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Cross-Curricular Links

TheBoyWith NoMusic One Potato, TwoPotato

PPROGRAMME 3

MUSIC
rhythm
steady beat
composing

ENGLISH
words rhythms
word patterns
creative writing

HISTORY
old customs

PE
hop, skip and
jump in time
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Programme 4

10 May   Being  Brave              Story by Dorrith M Sim
                  Script    Jennifer McCully
                        Bernagh Brims

A programme about different things which might worry our young listeners � learning to swim, 
going to school, the dark?  Libby and Michael encourage them to �be brave� and try new things.

Poem
   Being Brave

   Today I fell over in the playground
   And banged my knee
   It hurt a bit
   But I didn�t cry.

   Our teacher
   Washed it and cleaned it
   Said I was very brave
   And gave me a sweet.

   At home I showed Mum my knee
   She put a little plaster on it
   Said I was very brave
   And gave me a biscuit.

   When Dad came home
   I told him about my knee
   He said I�d been very brave
   And gave me a big hug.

   When I went to bed
   I thought to myself �
   Being brave is nice.

      By David Whitehead
Story

Lisa takes her Freddie Fox everywhere with her, but when Freddie has an accident while visiting Grandpa in 
hospital, Lisa has to leave him behind�.

Song  
    Be Brave   

(to the tune of Paddy McGinty�s Goat)

Wee Fergie scaredy cat lay shivering in his bed.
He shook from his toes right up unto his head.
He watched as the hands of the clock moved slowly round.
Then he heard the awful dreaded sound.

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005
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Alarm bells ringing, time to get out of bed.
School looming up, with terror in his head,
The scary thought of teacher in case she might scold.
As he went through the gates he felt anything but bold.

Wee Fergie scaredy cat walked through the door.
He knew he had to go, so he could say no more.
Yet when he went in, what a big surprise
Things were so nice he could not believe his eyes!

All his friends were there, so glad to see him come
And join everybody having so much fun.
And when the day was over, the name that he gave
Was not Fergie scaredy cat, but Fergie the brave.

By Jennifer McCully/
     Michael McDowell

After the programme

words for discussion:-  a ward (hospital); a commotion; chairs �stacked up�; an operation; an 
accident; Freddie Fox needed to �get over his shock�.

- Talk about when the children felt scared of something.  What did they do?  (You could 
separate physical from mental fears i.e. riding a bike, swimming, fear of the dark, Þ rst day at 
school).

- Talk about some common fears and strategies for over-coming them.
- Talk about the positive aspects of trying something new and acquiring new skills.  How do 

the class feel about something new?  If they Þ nd something scary, what choices do they need 
to make it less so?  Discuss the need of a certain amount of �bravery� if new skills are to be 
achieved e.g. the Þ rst time you swim across the pool wearing armbands.

- Talk about the difference between being brave and being fool-hardy � there are many times 
when we need to pull back and not try things.

- Ask the children if they have �been brave� recently � it could be as simple as a visit to the 
dentist or the doctor, having a new babysitter to the more major losing a pet.  Talk about 
what happened, how they felt.

- Do the children have something they always take to bed with them? Why?
- Suggest some activities and discuss if they might be safe, risky or dangerous.  (Most things 

have the potential to be any of the three e.g. peeling an apple could be �dangerous� if the 
knife isn�t used correctly).  Discuss each activity and decide its scale of risk, and what can be 
done to make it less so.  Make charts.

e.g.  Learning to ride a bike
        Baking a cake
        Walking to school
        Feeding a baby
        Patting a dog

Some ideas to boost self-esteem:-
    -  Ask everyone in the class to talk/write about one thing they are  

    good at.  Are there any surprises?
    - Getting better at things.  Talk about some skills/activities which  

    the class feel they have to become better at since September.

Being Brave OnePotato, TwoPotato
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                                                      -    Talk about some entirely new skills they have learned.
                                                      - Noticing other people�s achievements.  Is anyone in the
 class good at something which no-one knew about?
                                                      - Talk/write about three new things that they would 

(realistically) like to achieve this year.
                                                      - Write out three or four things they think their best friend is 

good at/or they like about their friend.

Story Comprehension
 .   Why was Grandpa going to hospital?  (for an operation to      

    make his sore knees better)
 .   How did Grandpa get to the ward?  (Lisa pushed him in a 
     wheel chair)
 .  What happened?  (they bumped into a nurse carrying a basin of
     water)
 .  Where did Granny and Lisa wait?  (in the corridor - Lisa           

    sitting on a stack of three chairs)
 .  What happened to Freddie Fox?  (he got left behind, and fell 
     off the chairs)
 .  Where did he stay?  (in hospital with Grandpa)
 .  What did Grandpa say about Freddie and his bandages?
    (he and Freddie were twins)

 Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to, tell and retells
 stories, based on personal experiences, imagination, pictures 

and literature; develop the ability to: express
     thoughts and feelings; present ideas and 

information; take turns at talking and listening.

Reading Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and understand 
a range of texts which are read aloud, including those 
presented on tape or radio.

Writing Pupils should have opportunities to: write for a variety of 
purposes, including: their own amusement and enjoyment and 
to express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings.

Contribution to 
Cross-Curricular Themes: Pupils should have opportunities to talk about themselves 

and others � their growth, their senses, safety and avoidance 
of danger, and through writing should have opportunities 
to make drawings and posters of themselves and others and 
write captions about personal qualities, positive behaviour, 
hygiene, health and safety.

Being Brave OnePotato, TwoPotato
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PPROGRAMME 4
PSHE
trying new things
being 'brave'
self esteem
coping strategies
taking risks
comforters

ENGLISH
discussion
comprehension
sharing ideas

Cross-Curricular Links

Programme 5

17 May   Sticks and Stones         By Janice Johnston

Being Brave OnePotato, TwoPotato
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Katie in this week�s story, is being bullied at school, although she doesn�t realise it.  She thought 
being bullied meant someone hitting you or stealing your belongings.  But words can hurt just as 
much.  The programme also looks at some strategies for copying for children who might be in a 
similar situation.

Story

One day Connor Shaw�s big brother made up a new name for her.  �Hey, Kat Wilde,� he called, �Are you a 
wildcat? Meaow, wildcat,� and he laughed.  So did all his friends.  They were hanging over the railings by 
the dinner hall. They looked really big.  Katie didn�t know what to do.  She didn�t want to be called wildcat.  
She wanted to be called �Sweetie� by her mum and �Toots� by her dad and Katie or Kat or Kathryn by 
everyone else.  She tucked her head down and hurried past the boys��

Bullying

Effective anti-bullying strategies involves two areas - responding to particular incidents, and 
preventing them from happening.  Research shows that the most effective policy involves a whole 
school approach, with everyone concerned clear about what has been agreed � teachers, support 
staff, pupils, parents, governors etc.  Every school is different and a range of tactics suitable to 
your children will have been decided.

After the programme

- Talk about your school policy on bullying � make sure the children know to whom they can 
turn for help.

- Talk about various types of bullying � verbal, physical, emotional, stealing, frightening etc.
- Nicknames and name-calling.   Nicknames, particularly from parents are usually a form of 

affection.  A nickname becomes unacceptable if the person being targeted doesn�t like it, or 
the nickname refers to anything physical.

- Do the children have a pet name that their parents or grandparents call them by?
- Talk about different forms of the same name: Katie (also Kathryn, Kate, Kat, Kathy � and 

her Mum called her �Sweetie� and her Dad �Toots�). 
Michael � might be changed to Mick, Mikey, Mike.
Libby � Elizabeth, Liz, Eliza, Lizzy, Beth, Betty.

- Have the children experienced or witnessed any bullying?  Let them talk about it.

Story Comprehension

• What were the names of Katie�s best friends?  (Chloe and Rachel)
• Her teacher?  (Miss Anderson)
• Who picked her up from school?  (Grandpa)
• Why didn�t Katie want to go to school?
• How did Grandpa help her?  (he put on his �detective hat�)
• Which was?  (a baking bowl)
• What did Katie practise with her parents?
• Did it work?

Resources
 A useful website for children, parents and teachers: www.bullying.co.uk 
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PPROGRAMME 5

PSHE
bullying
self esteem
coping strategies

ENGLISH
discussion
comprehension
names
nicknames/pet names

 
All sites listed are checked regularly.  However, the constantly changing 
nature of the Internet means they may alter after we have visited them.
The BBC is not responsible for the content of external websites. 

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts, 
feelings and opinions in response to personal experiences, 
literature and media e.g. respond to an educational broadcast.  
They  should develop the ability to: take turns at talking and 
listening and share and co-operate
in pairs or group activities.

Cross-Curricular Links
        

Programme 6

Sticks and Stones One Potato, TwoPotato
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24 May             Hands Up for Andie                     by Brenda Palmer

This week�s programme tells the story of Andie Dempsey.  She is a perfectly ordinary eight year 
old who loves basket ball and the �Mixed Peppers� pop group.  But some people treat Andie as 
if she�s different because she has to wear a splint on her leg.  In fact, some people like the school 
bully Ali-cat are downright horrible to her.  Andie�s feeling pretty rotten until someone very 
special comes to the rescue.

After the programme

words for discussion:-  splint, bring and buy sale, fete, physio, autograph.

- There are many sensitive issues raised during the story which could be opened up for 
discussion e.g. bullying, �ganging up�, what is it like to be �different� (and yet the same), 
what it is like to have to work extra hard to keep up in class.  Some of these issues may be 
more or less appropriate to your class.

- Andie had to wear a �splint� on her leg.  What other aids do people use?  (crutches, 
 wheelchairs, hearing aids � glasses).

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Summer 2005

Hands Up For Andie
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- Try to do something only using one arm e.g. putting on a jumper, doing up a button, 
opening a box.  Ask the children to discuss what it would be like to be Andie.

Story Comprehension

• What was the name of Andie�s sister?  (Rosie)
• Her dog?  (Diesel)
• Her teacher?  (Mrs Smiley)
• The girl who was nasty to her?  (Alison Cathcart)
• What did Andie have to wear on her leg?  (a splint)
• Why (to help her to walk better)
• What was the name of the pop group Andie liked?  (the Mixed Peppers)
• What happened to Diesel?  (he got knocked down by a car)
• Who was the mystery guest at the school fete?  (Black Pepper)
• What colour was Andie�s hair?  (red)
• What did she try to sell at the bring and buy sale?  (her splint)

The book �Hands Up for Andie� by Brenda Palmer is published by Hemi-Help Northern 
Ireland, and is available from the address below, price £5.00.

Hemi-Help is a registered charity set up to promote the welfare of young people with 
Hemiplegia and to raise awareness of this little known condition.

Because of the lack of understanding of the condition, many children with Hemiplegia suffer 
from a lack of support and the resources which would enable them to reach their full potential.  
Hemi-Help aims to provide support and practical help to these children and their families.

Guidelines for teacher of the implications of Hemiplegia for pre-school and primary children 
(from which one in one thousand children suffer) are available from:
    Hemi-Help
    Unit 1 
    Wellington Works
    Wellington Road
    London
    SW19 8EQ

    www.hemihelp.org.uk

All sites listed are checked regularly.  However, the constantly changing 
nature of the Internet means they may alter after we have visited them.
The BBC is not responsible for the content of external websites. 

   

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore stories, poems 
and songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other 

 expressive activities; take part in drama activities, including role 
play; express thoughts, feelings and opinions in response 

 to personal experiences, literature and media etc.

Hands Up For Andie One Potato, TwoPotato
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PPROGRAMME 6

PSE
sharing
awareness of others
bullying

MUSIC
actions to a song

ENGLISH
classroom drama
discussion
comprehension

Reading Pupils should be given opportunities to: listen to and 
understand a range of texts which are read aloud, including 

those presented on tape, radio  or television,

Cross-Curricular Links
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